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- change from medical treatment to surgery (n = 4),
- change from surgery to no treatment (n = 4),
- change in medical approach (n = 3),
- change in surgical approach (n = 2)
- change from no treatment to radiotherapy (n = 1),
- change from radiotherapy to medical treatment (n = 1),
- change from medical treatment to radiotherapy (n = 1)

In summary, among 94 responses from referring physicians (corresponding to 57 % of the
examinations), changes in patient management were reported for 52 of the 94 patients (55 %).
Conclusion: This result confirms, in France, the major impact of FDG-PET on the
management of recurrences of colorectal cancer, as reported by the referring physician,
already demonstrated in California (62 % in the 60 patients of Meta et al.).
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Aim: The aim was to evaluate the clinical and therapeutical value of digital image fusion of
F18-FDG-PET and CT in patients with oral-maxillo-facial carcinoma.
Methods: Nine patients (age 46-87, 5 male, 4 female) with oral-maxillo-facial carcinoma
underwent CT and F18-FDG-PET (333-370 MBq). The time-interval between both diagnostic
modalities varied between 1 to 9 days. The data of both imaging modalities were fused on an
image workstation by automatic adaptation of pixel size and slice interval. The axes were
corrected semi-automatically for differences in body positions. The fused images were
reconstructed in the axial, coronal, and in the sagittal plane.
Results: PET showed a local pathological FDG-uptake of a high intensity in the tumor in 9 / 9
patients (sensitivity 100%). CT detected the tumor in 7 / 9 patients (sensitivity 77,8 %). Image
fusion of PET and CT showed the tumor in 9 / 9 patients (sensitivity 100%). The final
diagnosis was carcinoma of the mandible in 3 / 9 patients, carcinoma of the mouth floor in 3 /
9 patients, carcinoma of the tongue in 2 / 9 patients and carcinoma of the roof of the mouth in
1/9 patients. Histology ensured malignancy in all cases. The results were path-squamous-cell
carcinoma, in 1 / 9 low differentiated (tongue), in 4 / 9 middle differentiated ( 3 mouth floor,
1 tongue), and in 4 / 9 patients high differentiated (3 mandibula, 1 roof of the mouth).
Conclusions:
> In CT in 2 / 9 patients it was not possible to discriminate between oral-maxillo-facial

carcinoma and normal lesions because of the limitation in the small size of the lesion. In
addition to that, most patients have metal-implants in their teeth, which cause a lot of
artefacts and often make exact diagnosis impossible.

> PET shows the pathological lesions and dignity independent of metal-implants, m case of
a very high intensity of FDG-uptake morphology is difficult to describe.

> Image Fusion of both methods is helpful for better definition of exact diagnosis, dignity,
topography, differentiation osseous/extraosseous. Therefore the planing of surgery (visual
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models and intraoperative reconstruction of facial structures) or radiotherapy (exact
region) can profit from this method.
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Aim: Despite recent developments in radiological as well as nuclear medicine techniques the
detection of tumor sites in patients with rising PSA after radical therapy for prostate cancer
(PC) is still challenging. This prospective study aims to assess the clinical value of C-ll
acetate whole body PET imaging in detecting clinically occult local/metastatic disease.
Methods: In 25 clinically asymtomatic patients with rising/elevated PSA after radical therapy
(radical prostatectomy, radiation therapy) indicating the presence of malignant tumor sites
were included in the study. C-ll acetate whole body PET scan were performed immediately
after i.v injection of 500-700 MBq C-l 1 acetate with a ring PET scanner. Identified abnormal
C-ll acetate foci were compared to bone scan, computed tomography (CT) and /or magnetic
resonance imaging (MR). For a better anatomical localization of suspected tumor sites in all
PET (+) patients 3D PET-CT/MRI image fusion was done.
Results: In 6 out of 25 patients (24%) C-ll acetate PET studies demonstrated no abnormal
tracer accumulation (false negative results). The remaining 19 patients (19/25) demonstrated
abnormal C-ll acetate uptake indicating the presence of local and/or metastatic disease
(76%). In 3 patients with non-diagnostic CT/MRI studies significant C-ll acetate
accumulation was found in prostatic fossa. In addition, one pulmonary lesion was detected by
C-ll acetate PET scan without evidence of disease by spiral CT of the lung. Furthermore, C-
11 acetete PET study demonstrated significant lymph node involvement in 3 patients while
CT/MRI were not conclusive.
Conclusion: This study demonstrate the clinical usefulness of C-l 1 acetate whole body PET
as a promising imaging technique in selecting patients with local PC disease from those
having distant metastases. Therefore, C-l 1 acetate whole body PET can be used to choose the
most appropriate therapy option in patients with rising PSA after radical therapy for PC.
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